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Abstract—The prevalence and large-scale uptake of the In-
ternet of Things (IoT) have led to a growing trend of Iden-
tification Exploding, namely heterogeneous entities respectively
identified to provide convenient intelligent services. To address
challenges under Identification Exploding, unified modeling has
become a promising approach to generalizing identification for
heterogeneous entities in IoT. This paper surveys and discusses
Identification Exploding’s background to explore the possibility
of unified modeling as one of the solutions. Meanwhile, challenges
of realizing unified modeling are discussed. After that, compre-
hensive reviews on the latest modeling approaches and methods
covering various IoT entities are carried out, including sensed
entities and sensing devices. Special attention has been paid
to modeling under resource-constrained IoT environments and
relevant modeling-based industry solutions with critical analysis.
It is proved that unified modeling is extremely significant under
Identification Exploding Tendency in the IoT era.

Index Terms—Internet of Things (IoT), Identification Explod-
ing, Unified Modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

2 0 years have passed since Kevin Ashton introduced the
concept of the Internet of Things (IoT), identifying inter-

operated objects with Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
in the supply chain. The IoT now permeates our daily lives,
sensing billions of entities with access to the cloud, and
providing pervasive services for users all over the world.
Between 2016 and 2030, the number of IoT connected de-
vices worldwide are expected to reach nearly 20 billion [1]
with around 6 billion Internet users [2]. Ubiquitous entities
waiting to be identified are flooding into cyberspace, dubbed
as “Identification Exploding”.

In Leibniz’ Law, identity was defined in the notation of
symbolic logic: ∀F (Fx ↔ Fy) → x = y. If and only
if entity y has the same attributes F of entity x, then x
is identical to y. This formulation of the principle reveals
that the essence of identification is the mapping of entities’
specific attributes. Following this, ITU defined conceptions
related to identity in ISO/IEC 24760-1:2011 and updated
in ISO/IEC 24760-1:2019, where identification refers to the
“process of recognizing an entity in a particular domain as
distinct from other entities”, and entity refers to the “item
relevant for the purpose of operation of a domain that has
recognizably distinct existence (e.g., person, animal, service,
passport, network device, software application or a website)”.

Various attributes are sensed by sensing devices to identify
entities in IoT. Furthermore, identified entities help supporting

convenient intelligent services. Requirements for services’
diversity and security catalyze the exploding growth of sensed
entities and sensing devices. Under this tendency, the identifi-
cation processes can be multiple. Apart from the pluralism of
utility services, the diversification and large scale of Identifi-
cation Exploding also result in a series of challenges [3].

There is a growing interest in building unified modeling to
address the challenges of Identification Exploding. Modeling is
responsible for describing things with the data from ubiquitous
sensors (e.g., RFID, radar, and video sensor), and it can be
used in identification [4]. Since Ning et al. [5] first introduced
the concept of nID extending the ID-based identifiers, signif-
icant progress has been made to build unified solutions [6]
[7]. Identification technologies (e.g., RFID, Single sign-on,
Biometric, and Device Fingerprint) have been improved to
identify ubiquitous heterogeneous entities accurately. JSON,
XML, HTML, and XHTML are proposed to effectively de-
scribe identities’ attributes for machine and human interac-
tions. Besides, cloud-based computing(Software-as-a-Service)
provides convenient services (e.g., coarse-grained information
exchange) with compatibility beyond encoding methods. How-
ever, existed partial-solved issues have become more critical
due to the lack of unified modeling for numerous entities
covering various attributes across every domain. Although
researchers have surveyed identity modeling and identity ad-
dressing methods [8], related works of the unified modeling
still need comprehensive induction and analysis for further
guidelines.

This paper provides a comprehensive review of the prac-
tice, challenges, and potential directions on unified modeling,
aiming to help guide and shape future research. Section II
introduces existing challenges of unified modeling. Section
III analyses typical modeling methods widely used in IoT.
Section IV evaluates modeling-based industry solutions under
the resource-constrained environment, and the conclusions are
drawn in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

As 5G technologies bringing increasing IoT-enabled busi-
ness services, more entities swarm into the ubiquitous con-
nections with various identity structures. It is imperative to
build unified modeling for the exploding entities, each with
heterogeneous identity structure carrying various attributes.
Over time and space, identity data keep exchange across
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TABLE I: Challenges of Unified Modeling

Requirement Challenge

Sensed Entity

Adopting to massive
volumes and exploding

proliferation

Security and privacy: Exploding identification requests with weak security protection left
proliferative risks for possible cyber attacks and data theft.

Mobility: The ubiquitous connection between mobile entities requires identification to be
both flexible and robust during the migration of spatial locations and platform applications.

Addressing heterogeneity
and redundancy

Heterogeneity and redundancy: Heterogeneous entities owning various attributes are
encrypted into different data structures, which impedes the integration and analytic with
noises from the acquisition and transmission. The similarities and differences of entities’
attributes in various domains lead to the waste of space for redundant storage and data
inconsistency bringing extra management costs.

Sensing Device

Utilizing constrained
resources in

IoT environment

Relative constrained resources of perception, computation. communication: Traditional
constrained sensing devices lack adequate computing resources to provide advanced sensing
abilities for the complicated identification process. Modern sensing devices are hampered by
limited network connectivity and high manufacturing costs that prevent them from
performing as well as they should.

Providing convenient
identification,

addressing, and exchange

Interoperability: Concerning four essential interoperability components (syntactic
transformation, domain transformation, semantic transformation, and contextualization),
existed IoT devices are still struggling with the requisite standards for unification.

Scalability and compatibility: Without major modifications to sensing devices, new sensed
entities can’t be identified and addressed. And the widely used strategy
“Embrace-Extend-Extinguish” further limits compatibility for exchange.

sensed entities and sensing devices. In this case, ubiqui-
tous heterogeneous identities, insecure network channels, rel-
ative constrained sensing resources, standard mergers with
monopoly tends, and data friction on content contextualization
all pose a challenge to the unified modeling.

For sensed entities in cyberspace and physical space, where
identity proliferates exponentially, various attributes have been
extracted, encrypted, and compiled into specific data struc-
tures. However, identifiers are only subsets of attributes for
the convenience of usage and management on a single plat-
form. Clumsy fixed identification methods further impede the
transmission and increase security risks and the possibility of
privacy disclosure. To unify existed identification modeling for
entities in different domains, heterogeneous and inconsistent
attributes have become the primary concern. No solutions have
been proved to achieve the proper balance between storage
space and processing time.

For sensing devices, considering the constrained resource
(i.e., perception, computation, and communication), existing
schemes still take pre-defined values as the primary iden-
tification methods, which ensures stability and security but
sacrifices flexibility. Although more feature-based identifica-
tion modeling methods are investigated for smart devices,
they are still in the experimental stage. In addition, the
changeable environment further aggravates the difficulty of
creating the unified modeling methods. Existing technolo-
gies cannot fundamentally remove the obstacle of a vicious
competition strategy to the cross-device and cross-platform
intercommunication of identification, addressing, exchange.
With incompatible standards, devices are separately identified
as individuals or alliances in non-uniform data format. The

specific challenges of unified modeling are explained in Table
I.

III. IDENTIFICATION MODELING FOR UBIQUITOUS
ENTITIES

This section presents key IoT identification modeling meth-
ods for sensed entities and sensing devices. There are more
modeling methods presented in academic papers and confer-
ence discussions. Due to space limitation, six of them are
summarized to represent the main approaches on how to
model identities of sensed entities and sensing devices, what
drawbacks existed methods have, and where the identification
modeling evolves.

A. Sensed entities

1) Product-Related Identification Modeling
(PRIM) At the beginning, sensed entities in IoT were only
physical products without lightweight computing memory
chips inside and stable fast network support, such as goods
in logistics or retail/wholesale [9]. Necessary information
such as space-time data and manufacturing data are most
commonly used to identify these products. They are encoded
by human experience and cognition through heuristics. Tags
are constructed with storage functions for identification to map
the encoded entities’ characteristics into their digital identity.
The encoding methods of the given information are encoded
by standardization organizations consisting of industry leaders
like Wal-Mart, Hewlett-Packard, Cisco Procter & Gamble, and
Lockheed-Martin, etc [10].

Because of the inevitable drawbacks (e.g., insufficient
information storage ability and easily damaged) of the
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traditional tags (e.g., EAN, GS1, UPC, Code128, matrix,
and QR Code), RFID has been quickly developed into the
mainstream in the context of IoT. During the competition
of various manufacturers realizing precise requirements
of multiple application scenarios, mature identification
technologies (i.e., EPC, OID, and uCode) successfully
weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life. The
primary attributes encoded in the data carrier, such as
space-time information and manufacturing information,
representing products’ birth, are widely used as the key
components for identification. Regardless of read-only tags
or erasable tags, entities’ identity was ensured at one specific
moment, e.g., manufacture completed, entities born, identities
created. Considering privacy and security, additional artificial
regulation and unified regulation are also need to model
product-related entities’ identities.

2) Inherent Characteristics based Identification Modeling
(ICIM)

As entities with higher intelligence increase in the IoT, the
inherent characteristics are abstracted to identify the entities.
Such characteristics include biological characteristics, physical
characteristics, chemical characteristics and specific abilities
(completing the cryptography computation task [11], proving
various functions [12], etc.).

In addition to physiological and behavioral characteristics
(e.g., face, fingerprint, hand, iris, DNA, keystroke, signature,
and voice), electrocardiograph, photoplethysmography, and
electromyography are also promising approaches for continu-
ous identification [13]. Also, zero-knowledge proof [14], hash
function calculation [15], and even quantum computing [16]
beyond the existing computing proneness are developing into
solutions on mathematical tasks to prove computational abili-
ties and unique hardware resources for identification. However,
entities’ characteristics are not stable eternally. There is a
possibility of change and even the inherent characteristics can
dissipate. Unless combining other identification mechanisms
and policies, the flexibility of ICIM is more inadequate than
the static characteristics.

3) Multi-Attributes based Identification Modeling
(MAIM)

In this model, multi attributes behind the entities’ digital
shadow are unified together into the unique root certification
recognized by Identity providers for cross-platform identi-
fication [17]. The root certification is the abstraction for
all identifiers consist of multiple attributes. Identifiers with
interchangeable encoding methods can reduce management
stress and carry the load of identification on various entities
with better coordination on services [18]. By combing various
attributes into the unified data structure, the identification
process could be more secure against attacks according to the
USA Federal Regulators, approved by the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council in their report [19].

Two mainstream solutions to implement MAIM for sensed
entities are proposed separately from academia and industry.
Researchers are trying to create an ideal identifier mapped with
all attributes, including ID and nID. Chen et al. [20] built a

mixed identifier consisting of a set of general information,
i.e., identifiers, access information, credentials, attributes for
sensed physical entities. Ning et al. [4] designed tree-code
modeling and addressing methods for all ontology entities
using RDF triples. Sahraoui et al. [21] proposed a mapping
model that incorporates the cyber entity evolution and tempo-
ral parts consistency using a smart home as a use case scenario.
In industry, the primary purpose is to meet existing iden-
tification mechanisms and mainstream frameworks’ require-
ments. Hence, the universal certifications (OpenID, SAML,
etc.) recognized and operated by industry leaders’ alliances
are the existing solutions. Implemented by the Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI), certificates are issued to all entities under
the same domain by Certificate Authority (CA). However,
when implemented into ubiquitous heterogeneous IoT entities,
existing MAIM methods are still limited in specific fields [22]
because of the unavailable trade-off between efficiency and
cost.

B. Sensing devices

1) Pre-defined Value based Identification Modeling
(PVIM)

Although the diversity and scale of sensing devices keep
increasing, PVIM has been accomplished for a long time. As
the organ sensing entities in the Internet of Things, sensing
devices are deployed all over the network. Therefore, in the
actual communication process, pre-defined value is needed to
ensure the reliability of sensed entities’ attributes for sensing
devices. At first, IoT devices were only recognized as com-
mon fixed nodes in a supposedly secure enclosed network.
Identification was controlled via IP [23] based on the device
whitelist. With the advent of brand new mobile smart devices,
value including unique serial numbers, subscriber identity
numbers are embedded in the SIM to provide higher mobility.
Nowadays, even the essential Media Access Control (MAC-
48/EUI-48) [24] has expended itself into the RFID tags to
broader devices. Industrial devices are pre-embedded with
Root of Trust during manufacture.

Explicit identifiers (IP, MAC, NFC, PKI, SIM, and RFID)
are defined to carry pre-defined value for communication
based on the vendors, birth certificate, manufacturer info,
error-correcting codes. Although devices were broken, the
identity could remain alive [25]. Due to the low cost and
high flexibility, PVIM played a significant role in identifying
resource-constrained sensing devices in the early stage.
However, the open interconnected internet with ubiquity
cyber attacks (Sybil Attack, Man-in-the-Middle Attack,
Denial of Service, Device Spoofing, etc.) increase the
possible security risks. For example, an ioctl systems call
can help to forge or modify MAC address of the network
interface card as devices identified by MAC addresses. Also,
other IoT nodes using spoofed IP address can launch crucial
attacks to acces sible devices in communicating. Generally
speaking, these pre-defined values based identifiers can be
altered or manipulated by using expert knowledge of network
or software, causing security threat in identification between
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machine-to-machine.

2) Intrinsic Features based Identification Modeling
(IFIM)

In a particular environment requiring correct functioning
and novel performance (i.e., Smart City, Smart Healthcare,
and Industry 4.0), sensing devices are not worthy of pre-
defined value representing the external trust unilaterally [26].
They have to prove their ability with no misbehavior detected
during the identification considering risks of system faults,
cyber attacks, hardware failure, etc. IFIM uses hardware
functionality and behavior signatures to map intrinsic features
to an anonymous-possible identity.

There are four mainstream device identification methods
in IFIM, device fingerprint [26], behavior signature [27],
environment check [28], and PUFs [29]. All of them are
using multiple challenges to extract diverse hardware features
from multiple domains and comparing them with different
methods, e.g. rule-based, statistical, knowledge-based, time
series, and machine learning. Although many proposals
available, feasible schemes based on IFIM are still polarized.
Traditional IoT sensing devices have not been compatible
because of insufficient resources for proving their unique
hardware features and new devices’ types are too diverse to
agree on general solutions without the unified standards.

3) Multi Proof-based Identification Modeling
(MPIM)

In MPIM, devices map multi proof group representing
identity credibility of the sensing devices, taking external trust
from the pre-defined value, and proving itself with the intrinsic
features. As one of the promising identification options for IoT
sensing devices, MPIM has powerful security mechanisms and
fast transmission performance.

Due to limitations in technologies and policies, academia
and industry still investigate a flexible universal solution for
MPIM. Existent research in implementing MPIM is more of
a variant or optimized version of methods in IFIM. For exam-
ple, IoT-ID [30] implements pre-defined value for resource-
restrained IoT devices based on internal PUFs from Analog
to Digital Converter and clock oscillators. Most importantly,
it could be compatible with traditional IoT sensing devices
without extra circuit elements providing storage for identifica-
tion. However, the number of devices increases the likelihood
of multiple devices having the same ID increases with system
components’ bounded process variations. Hence, there are still
a lot of challenges waiting to be solved for researchers to
improve MPIM towards a unified solution for sensing devices.

IV. MODELING-BASED SOLUTIONS UNDER
RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED IOT ENVIRONMENT

This section presents the resource-constrained IoT environ-
ment. By reviewing model-based industry solutions, this paper
explored the solutions to existing challenges and abstracted the
unified modeling’s key points.

A. Resource-constrained IoT environment

Conventional modeling methods based on external trust
borrow necessary resources from central controllers. Fresh
new smart entities generate proofs from tapping into in-
ternal potential for identification. To some extent, existing
identification schemes do successfully identify heterogeneous
entities. But in the context of IoT, the identification modeling
still suffers from three significant limitations: 1) constrained
sensing resources, 2) limited computing ability, 3) limited
communication resources.

During the modeling process, sensing devices first need to
extract attributes of entities to describe identity in a particular
domain as distinct from other entities’. Manufacturers are
likely to equip IoT devices with low-power embedded com-
putational modules to minimize the cost. Hence, low storage
capacity limits the variety of intelligent sensing functions. Due
to the lack of sufficient perceptive resources, devices fail to
detect enough attributes of entities for accurate, intelligent
identification in particular application scenarios (e.g., indus-
trial control and monitoring, home automation, security and
military sensing, asset tracking and supply chain management)
[31]. Approaches such as compressive sensing (CS), intelligent
sensing, and selective sensing have improved the sensing
ability with low-cost resources. As a new sensing modality,
CS compresses the acquired signal at the sensing time to less
than the Nyquist sampling rate. With big data and multiuser-
detection, CS shows good performance in reducing energy
consumption. By improving devices’ intelligence, smart sens-
ing reduces the consumption of data transmission [32]. By
adding signal processing ability of onboard sensor, devices
could make effective local decision in sensing data incorpo-
rating multiple sensing modules producing multi-intellectual
output. Selective sensing [33] borrows the biological attention
mechanism to give IoT devices novel selective sensing ability
in a noisy environment. It can be deployed in the application
scenario of large-scale sensor explosion data transmission,
reducing the consumption of resources caused by irrelevant
perceived noises in the original data processing.

After sensing various features, devices need to achieve the
internal identity information. However, analyzing perceptual
attribute data would impose a time and computational burden
on small, battery-powered IoT devices. Hence, machines tend
to seek additional help from the cloud to make up for their lack
of computing resources. In 2014, Karim Arabi put forward
the idea of edge computing [34]. Researchers suggested that
network nodes owning redundant computing power could help
IoT devices accelerate identification by efficiently providing
edge storage and calculation to process heterogeneous data.
Similarly, fog computing uses nodes between cloud and edge
nodes to reduce data processing delays [35]. In addition to
saving power consumption, these autonomous nodes support
wide-spread geographical distribution networks and content
distribution. In the case of no internet connection, dew comput-
ing provides pooled computing capacity by combining func-
tional components bearing micro-services. And ad-hoc based
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TABLE II: Evaluations for modeling-based Industry Solutions

Name Model Scenarios Description
Characteristics

S H A C I

Sensed Entity

GTIN PRIM
Transportation
and Logistics
Management/

The global trade item number (GTIN) consists of company prefix, a calculated
check digit, and item reference. By incorporating ISMN, ISBN, ISSN, and
UPCs, GTIN builds a universal digital space beyond organizational boundaries.

× ×

Evrythng ICIM Retail/
Wholesale

In Evrythng, a unique Active Digital Identity™ (using RFID and QR code)
is assigned to the physical product for identification, referring to various
inherent attributes with metadata.

× ×

SAML MAIM Web Services
Consisting of attributes for authentication and authorization, SAML
help provide assertion for multiple service providers to prove the user’s identity.
Its universality has been steadily increasing with more optional criteria.

×

Sensing Device

oneM2M PVIM Smart Home
oneM2M is an international standard organization in the IoT field
of M2M communication. It uses external trust to identify devices ID with a prefix
based on OID consisting of device type, serial number, and manufacturer.

× ×

Intrinsic
Id IFIM E-Commerce

Intrinsic ID provides a digital authentication method using SRAM PUF to
authenticate devices’ internal chips. It is widely used to validate
payment systems, secure connectivity, authenticate sensors in IoT systems.

× ×

Watson
IoT MPIM Industry 4.0

This platform builds Client ID combing external trust and the internal proof
to identify users’ devices, including token, device type, device ID,
operation ID, URL.

×

networking technologies are used for computation and con-
nection to eliminate the network topology restriction. These
sub-classes of distributed computing alleviate IoT devices’
limited computing power, reduce time, and improve efficiency
by calling adjacent devices’ resources.

Finally, identity data needs to be sent back to the server for
backup. Most of embedded IoT devices owning 8-bit or 16-bit
microcontrollers have insufficient RAM and storage capacity.
Hence, solutions such as compression, aggregation, and filter-
ing have been used to reduce and minimize data transmission
burden. IETF has developed the 6LoWPAN standard to im-
prove limited communication resources, allowing IPv6 packet
to switch over an IEEE 802.15.4 link with shorter forwarding
delay. Hence, the purpose-built protocols (CoAP [36]) could be
implemented on top of the IPv6 infrastructure. Existed network
protocols for these devices are also recompiled for constrained
devices to fit the traditional framework, allowing all current
tools to remain functional and applicable.

B. Modeling-based Industry Solutions

Even under resources-constrained environments, there are
still a series of modeling-based industrial solutions proposed
to address challenges brought about by the Identification
Exploding. By referring to the official documents and relevant
evaluation at www.g2.com, six from 30 industry solutions
are selected according to modeling, application, and char-
acteristics (Security, Heterogeneity, Agility, Consistency, and
Interoperability). The mobility, scalability, and compatibility
have been united into the agility to eliminate the overlap
and increase an entity’s application scope. On this basis, this
paper further examines each solution based on the research
challenges presented above. The evaluation and comparison
are shown in Table II, where characteristics are abbreviated
by their English initials.

The existed modeling-based industry solutions’ emulations
reveal two key conclusions: 1) Solutions based on the MAIM
and MPIM show superiority over others by combining external
trust and internal capability. 2) Existed identification modeling

are limited to specific local domains of entities, devices, or
providers because of the restraint policies, technologies, and
market. At the same, there is no perfect solution to meet all
the evaluation indexes.

From analyzing these methods, this paper can draw a
number of findings. First, identification modeling is a process
of attributes mapping involving the issue of trust in essence.
Two forms are adopted: one is the external recognition and
the other is to prove itself through internal ability. In the past,
entities in IoT are only lifeless commodities carrying external
trust. But the resurgence of artificial intelligence after a 30-
year incremental development has given a new definition to
entities with intellectual ability. At the same time, exploding
identities also increase the demand on verify external trust.
One unique entity may have multiple identities, and different
entities may appear in the same sensor network. Accordingly,
by mining intrinsic attributes from entities, new identification
methods are proposed to address emerging new challenges.
MAIM, MPIM both combine the external trust with internal
proof in some ways for identification. As a result, they both
show better performance in solving challenges.

However, during the unification process, these two attributes
sets are not equal. More often than not, the internal proof
is only additional verification stored in the external trust
certifications. This unified pattern demonstrates that identity
providers have absolute control over the trust and data, imped-
ing data exchange and cross-domain cooperation for Big Data.
The Information isolated islands are rising with more data
friction. Existing local unified modeling methods are built-
in independent exchanges space for the resource integration
from industry leaders or the national sectors. Although they
capture two vital elements of external trust and internal ability,
a reasonable, efficient, achievable, and beneficial solution that
identifying each entity is still lost. It still has great research
value and development potential to construct a global unified
modeling system for various IoT scenarios.
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V. CONCLUSION

IoT is experiencing an “Identification Exploding” caused by
“Entity Exploding” and “Connection Exploding” of ubiquitous
entities. With the improvement of sensing technology, hetero-
geneous attributes are utilized for identification to provide pre-
cise services. Nevertheless, diversity also increases the diffi-
culty of unification. The growing demand for entities’ identity
services brought too much burden to the resource-constrained
IoT devices for carrying complex, reliable identifiers. This
paper explores the existing challenges in the path towards the
unified modeling across attributes, entities, and domains. It
then introduces basic identification modeling to get the basic
sets, external trust, and internal proof. Finally, model-based
industry solutions are evaluated to guide unified modeling
under Identification Exploding. With the unified modeling
process for various entities, IoT could move the development
process from sensing intelligence to cognitive intelligence.
Different devices from different manufacturers will be able
to achieve seamless communication and cooperation. Most
importantly, IoT services could evolve intelligently through the
entity identification data’s actual value with clear ownership
under rules’ binding.
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